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RESUME 

Ce projet a pour objectif de mener une étude comparative, à la fois numérique et 

expérimentale, dans le but de substituer une seule source lumineuse collimatée par deux autres 

sources, quel que soit l'angle d'incidence souhaité. Dans un premier temps, une étude théorique 

est effectuée en utilisant une approche mathématique afin de comprendre le comportement 

d’une seule source établie sous forme d'équations. Ensuite, les résultats obtenus à partir de la 

simulation du programme Matlab ont été interprétés tout en utilisant le principe de 

superposition. Par la suite, nous procédons à la conception minutieuse d'une structure en 3D. 

Cette structure a été modélisée à l'aide du logiciel CATIA V5, puis imprimée en 3D afin de 

positionner les différents composants électriques et mettre en évidence la régulation des LEDs, 

ainsi que le positionnement précis du capteur solaire, amorçant ainsi la phase de test. Enfin, 

une étude comparative a été effectuée pour vérifier la concordance entre les résultats 

théoriques et expérimentaux. 

Mots clés : Source lumineuse collimatée, Angle d’incidence, Principe de superposition, Régulation des 

LEDs, Capteur solaire. 

ABSTRACT 

This project aims to conduct a comparative study, utilizing both numerical and experimental 

methods, in order to replace a single collimated light source with two other sources at any 

desired incident angle. Initially, a theoretical analysis is conducted using mathematical 

techniques to comprehend the behavior of a single source described by equations. 

Subsequently, the outcomes obtained through the simulation of the Matlab program are 

interpreted while employing the principle of superposition. Following this, a meticulously 

designed 3D structure is created. This framework is modeled using CATIA V5 software and 

then created with a 3D printer to accurately position various electrical components and 

emphasize the regulation of the LEDs as well as the precise placement of the sun sensor to 

initiate the testing phase. Finally, a comparative study is undertaken to validate the consistency 

between the theoretical and experimental results. 

Keywords: Collimated light source, Incident angle, Principle of superposition, LEDs 

regulation, Sun sensor. 
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General Introduction 

 

The fundamental principle of collimated light lies in its ability to propagate light in parallel 

rays without spreading out or diverging; it results in diffusing rays that extend to an infinity 

focus point. The sun serves as a perfect exemplification of this concept, as a point of light 

illuminates far away, resulting in collimation. Therefore, this concept is crucial for Solar 

Trackers, which rely on powerful sensors such as Solar microelectronic mechanical system 

MEMS sun sensors, which are essential in regulating satellites to accurately determine the 

sun's position. Among its typical applications are the control of solar plants as well as the 

smart control of air conditioning in vehicles. 

During system calibration setup, the sun sensor undergoes calibration by rotating it with the 

assistance of two motorized rotary stages located at the center of a stationary sun simulator. It 

detects collimated light sources emitted from the sun simulator in order to determine their 

angle of incidence and radiation. However, adding two extra sun simulators to scatter 

radiation on a rotating sensor is not a feasible solution for evaluating the equivalence of 

collimated light beams. So, what assumptions and approaches ought to be investigated to 

carry out the substitution of a light source? Additionally, what would be the optimal solution 

for the structural design of this research?  

The main objective of this project is to demonstrate the effectiveness of using two 

illuminating sources to replace a single collimated light source, regardless of the incident 

angle. For this reason, certain assumptions must be considered to ensure the accuracy of the 

substitution. To determine the substitution, we made use of mathematical aspects based on the 

principle of superposition, and we also employed dedicated codes in electronic perspective to 

ensure that the angles of incidence and radiation are precisely managed. Furthermore, rather 

than relying on motors and sun simulators, we opted for a simpler approach examined as a 

prototype, which consists of constructing a 3D arc structure, which will be printed afterwards, 

that contains three lighting sources. By doing so, we were able to ensure that the results of 

these new sources are identical to the original ones. This approach is not only reliable but also 

significantly less expensive, making it the ideal choice to study this work. 

Our project is divided into four chapters. The first chapter introduces the hosting organization 

and outlines its activities and missions. Then, a state of art of collimated sources and sun 
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sensors will be presented while addressing the technical background as well as the problem 

statement. The mathematical equations and Matlab software simulation will be provided in 

the second chapter. In the third chapter, we will present the proposed solution by focusing on 

the mechanical and electrical design in addition to the equipped components. Finally, in the 

fourth chapter, we will explore the results of our project in order to treat the effectiveness of 

using two illuminating sources to replace a single collimated light source. 
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1.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we define the concept of collimated light sources, their operating mode and 

also their advantages, as well as the principle of sun sensors. After that we illustrate the 

technical background of our project by explaining the context, problem statement and the 

work requirement that have to be accomplished.  

1.2 Collimated light sources 

1.2.1 Definition 

Collimated light sources are based on the concept of parallel beams for each additional ray 

[1]. In fact, the parallel rays propagate in a homogeneous medium with low beam divergence, 

ensuring that the light radius remains relatively constant during moderate propagation 

distances [2]. As a result, collimated light is considered to have an infinite focus point.  

In contrast, non-collimated light converges to a point where the beams cross, known as the 

focal point. This difference is exemplified in the accompanying Figure 1 [3]. However, this 

concept is useful in polarized neutron reflectometry for mapping purposes and star tracking. 

               

Figure 1: Distinction between collimated and non-collimated light 

1.2.2 Operating mode 

In concept, we can collimate diverging lights from a point source using lasers such as laser 

diodes LD or lenses with wildly varying focal lengths f. By adjusting either the distance or the 

thickness of the lens, the characteristics of the radiation can be significantly changed.  

To reduce this effect, two parameters should be modified [1]: 

● The focal length of the collimating device. 

● The size of the light source. 

Figure 2 [3] below illustrates that increasing the focal length leads to a larger beam diameter, 

which is necessary to obtain flat and collimated wave fronts [2]. 
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Figure 2: Conversion of diverging light into a collimated beam 

The lens is situated at a focal distance f from the light source, which might be a light-emitting 

diode LED. It emits a beam formed by bundles of parallel rays that can overlap simultaneously 

and form a beam spot waist as shown in Figure 3. Every luminous ray intersects the optical axis z 

at a distinct angle β, which can be measured by monitoring the sensor [4]. These sensors 

transform source position into angle information to track incident angles and radiations [5]. 

 

 

Figure 3: Principle of collimated light source using a lens 

Besides, the sensor surface ought to be perpendicular to the emitting rays in order to fully 

utilize the light energy [6] such as the thicker line presented in the above figure. 

1.2.3 Sunbeams 

The sun's light travels a vast distance of 93 million miles through space before it reaches the 

Earth [7] as indicated in Figure 4. For this reason, rays are almost parallel to one another, with 

a maximum angle of approximately 0.5 degrees. This results in collimated light, meaning that 

most of the light is focused in one direction without scattering or reflecting [8]. 
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Figure 4: Sunlight collimation [9] 

In accordance with the fact that the sun plays a crucial role in a satellite's lifespan, serving as a 

reference point for attitude control, and due to its broad spectrum and high intensity, it is essential 

to use transducers to accurately detect its position, such as sun sensors. These devices work by 

measuring the projection of the sun's rays on the detector plane, which is directly proportional to 

the intensity of the light received [5]. 

Moreover, being that the angular distribution of sunlight may not be applicable for some cases in 

experiments, such as the calibration system setup of satellite attitude control, it is necessary to 

have another alternative, such as a solar simulator or powerful LEDs that are capable of 

replicating accurate outcomes similar to the sunbeam radiation [8]. 

1.2.4 Advantages 

According to the rapid expansion of industrial technology all around the world, collimated light 

sources have been extensively used in several domains of scientific study and industry [10], such 

as satellite communications, angle measurement and even medical science in light of the fact that 

they contribute to [6]: 

● Maximize effective use of light's radiation to have strong directivity. 

● Reduce the energy losses in the emitting systems. 

● High brightness. 

One of the most relevant applications of collimated light is to calculate the direction of the 

sun or a star tracker. It is crucial to use a solar simulator that emits collimated beams with 

minimal divergence, calibrated with a sun sensor within a few degrees of precision. 

Another phenomenon that is closely related is that of Fresnel reflection, which occurs 

whenever light meets a material contact [8]. 

1.3 Sun Sensor  

Sun sensors are devices that detect the position of the Sun relative to the sensor's location. 

Over the years, different types of sun sensors have been developed and enhanced. 

Furthermore, the classification of sensor’s sun position is generally based on the type of 
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sensors, signals, data transmission, and solar tracking direction. For this reason, the 

classification is depicted in Figure 5 [6].  

In this project, we made use of the analog Sun Sensor NANO-ISSX developed by Solar 

MEMS Technology. 

 

Figure 5: Organizational approach for sun sensor types [6] 

1.4.1 Working principle 

This type of sensor consists of various optoelectronic modules, and the optical sensing elements are its 

most essential component. These elements, which include photodiodes such as OPR5911 and an 

operational amplifier, play a crucial role in this process [11], as they are integral to converting incoming 

photons into electrons while generating electrical currents to transmit the optical information acquired from 

the sun's rays. At this stage, the photosensitive cells measure the intensity of the light detected, providing 

valuable data for calculating the incident angle for both axes [12]. 

However, this type of photodiode boasts an impressive responsivity of 0.45 mA/mW, exhibiting a linear 

relationship between the generated current and the light's power. This level of precision allows accurate 

calculations in close proximity. Figure 6 exposes the sun sensor used during the experiments [11]. 

 

Figure 6: NANO-ISSX Sun Sensor [13] 

Sun position sensor
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1.4.2 Technical Characteristics 

Given that this type of sensor has different fields of view, such as 60, 25, 15, and 5, we worked 

with the NANO-ISS60 version. This choice was based on its ability to capture a wider field of 

view and different angle values with high precision to obtain a more comprehensive 

understanding of the subject matter. These characteristics are expressed in Table 1 below [13].  

Table 1: Technical specifications of NANO-ISS60 

Sensor type NANO-ISS60 

Axes X and Y 

Fields of view FOV 120x120° 

Average consumption 5mW 

Industrial temperature 

range 

-40° to 85°C 

Wide operating voltage 

range 

3,3÷12 V 

Dimensions (L×W×H) 18×18×3,85 

 

In addition to Figure 7, which shows the sensor's electrical interface, the description of each 

parameter is also detailed in Table 2, providing a comprehensive understanding of its functionality 

[13]. 

                

Figure 7: Electrical interface of the sensor 
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Table 2: Pin description 

Pin Symbol Description 

1 VPH3 Lower-right photodiode voltage (3) 

2 VPH4 Upper-right photodiode voltage (4) 

3 GND Ground 

4 VCC Power supply 

5 VPH1 Upper-left photodiode voltage (1) 

6 VPH2 Lower-left photodiode voltage (2) 

 

1.4.3 Incident Angle 

This angle can be calculated into a set of equations employing the four photodiodes voltages of 

the sensor VPH1, VPH2, VPH3 and VPH4 with a constant parameter C that varies depending on 

the type of sensor. Given that the sensor has two axes, the angle of incidence can be expressed by 

the x axis, as shown in the equations below [13]. 

 
X1= VPH3+VPH4 (4-1) 

 X2= VPH1+VPH2 (4-2) 

 
Fx= 

X2−X1

X2+X1
 

(4-3) 

 Angle X= arctg(C.Fx) (4-4) 

For the Y axis, the incident angle can be written as: 

 Y1= VPH1+VPH4 (4-5) 

 Y2= VPH2+VPH3 (4-6) 

 
Fy= 

Y2−Y1

Y2+Y1
 

(4-7) 

 Angle Y = arctg(C.Fy) (4-8) 
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1.5 Technical background and problem statement 

1.5.1 Context of the project 

Solar MEMS Technologies sun sensor is a vital component for regulating the orientation of 

satellites and space vehicles as presented in Figure 8, such as the Spanish satellite Nanosat 1B, 

launched in July 2009 [14]. The sensor's primary function revolves around accurately detecting 

the position of the sun by measuring its incidence angle with regard to a reference surface [12]. 

 

Figure 8: Sun sensor for satellite application 

In addition, to calibrate the system setup in the experiments, a solar simulator generates 

collimated light in order to illuminate the sensor. As shown in the following Figure 9, the sun 

sensor is localized in the center of the light emission and equipped with two motorized rotary 

stages to measure the incident light in both axes X and Y [15]. 

 

Figure 9: Calibration system setup 
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1.5.2 Problem statement 

In some situations, it may be quite difficult to assess the operation of the sun sensor during the 

installation on the satellite with only a hand-operated torch. 

Another application of this concept could be its use during the calibration of the system setup. 

Given that the sun sensor rotates with two motorized rotary stages to determine the incident 

angle of collimated sun rays, it could be impossible to use three huge solar simulators to study 

the equivalence of collimated light sources. 

Taking this into account, it is vital to provide a practical and low-cost method to control it 

effectively. 

1.5.3 Work requirement 

The main objective of this project is to prove that a single collimated light source can be 

replaced by two illuminating sources at any incident angle. To validate this approach, two 

relevant parameters have to be considered: 

 Calculate the radiation of two lighting emissions. 

 The use of a solar MEMS sun sensor. 

In this context, we have devised a structural design that forms an arc composed of three 

illuminations, which are aligned by three lenses. The three devices are attached to a transition 

piece positioned on the arc. Moreover, the collimated light focus F1 and F2 of the first and 

second alternative sources, known as AS1 and AS2, are fixed at specific angles, while the 

replaced source's focus F is adjusted in an intermediate position between them by adding 

holes of varied angles.  

The required tasks that we have to accomplish are as follows: 

● Mathematical studies and MATLAB simulation to demonstrate that we can create a 

superposition of two sources at variable angles and still achieve identical values as a 

single source. 

● 3D structural design using CATIA V5 with well-defined distances and angles to hold 

all the lighting sources pointing at the sun sensor. 

● 3D ENDER printer to have the whole structure in reality for the experimental testing. 

● Realization of a power electrical circuit and digital electronic microprocessor applying 

Arduino Mega 2560 to regulate and define the radiation of the LEDs. 

● Comparison of the theoretical results and the experimental data using MATLAB and a 

digital microprocessor. 
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The GANTT chart presented in Figure 10 provides a comprehensive overview of the timeline 

for completing each task in this project. 

 

Figure 10: GANTT Diagram 

1.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we showed the way to meet the requirements of our project as well as an 

overview that needs to be maintained. 

In the upcoming chapter, we will explore mathematical modeling and the 3D conception of 

the proposed solution.  
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2.1 Introduction 

For the purpose of determining the equivalence of a collimated light source, this chapter delves 

into the mathematical aspects. We studied in the first section the equations for a single light 

source through projection, and then we included detailed equations for alternative light sources 

employing the principle of superposition. The second section covers MATLAB software’s 

fundamental capabilities and implements the simulation’s findings to provide an in-depth analysis 

of the results. Finally, in the third section, we outline our proposed solution in order to begin the 

experimental investigation. 

2.2 Mathematical aspects 

In this section, we established the operating principle of projecting a single collimated light source 

into the sun sensor, which corresponds to the substituted source that would be replaced by two 

illuminating ones later on. The approach to obtaining the equivalence of collimated rays is 

appropriate if we consider the following hypotheses: 

 We operate under the assumption that all emitting sources are collimated. 

 The sensor solar cells function linearly. 

 We only examine the two-dimensional issue. 

2.2.1 Single light source 

In fact, the incident light source reaches the middle separation of two photodiodes known as S 

through the height h of the cover glass with an upper window width w [15], as illustrated in 

Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Projection of one light source into the sun sensor 
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However, the center of the sun sensor generates quadrant photodiode voltages labeled VPH1, 

VPH2, VPH3, and VPH4, referring to each cell sensor pin and grouped in pairs, allowing for 

the integration of a two-axis configuration [14]. This arrangement enables to effectively 

measure the incident angle of the substituted source, denoted as α. 

Given that the maximum intensity is concentrated at S, the light spreads in each direction of 

the sensor with lower radiation. Consequently, it generates two different levels of intensities 

on both sides of the photodiodes; Iα
R  refers to the right intensity of the substituted source in 

addition, Iα
L  is defined as the left intensity of the substituted source. 

The equations above express the projection of the incident light received by the sensor Re as 

well as Iα
R and  Iα

L which are given by:  

 Re = R ⋅ cos (α) (2-1) 

 Iα
R = Re ⋅ Ke ⋅ e ⋅ (

w

2
+ h ⋅ tg (α)) (2-2) 

 

 Iα
L = Re ⋅ Ke ⋅ e ⋅ (

w

2
− h ⋅ tg (α)) (2-3) 

 

2.2.2 Dual light sources 

This section explores an interesting concept that involves replacing a lone light with two 

alternative sources, namely AS1 and AS2. This substitution is made possible using the principle 

of superposition, by adding the incident angles of AS1 and AS2 represented by α1 and α2 

respectively as demonstrated in Figure 12.        

 

Figure 12: Overlapped projection of two sources 
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This principle is represented through a set of equations, as depicted below. Moreover, these 

equations provide a framework for calculating the resultant intensities on the right and left 

sides Iα1
R  Iα2  

R and  Iα1
L  Iα2 

L when the two alternative sources are used. Those intensities are 

dependent on the incident light received by photodiodes VPH1, VPH4, and VPH2, VPH3, 

denoted as Re1
and Re2

, respectively, taking into account that we are working on the Y axis of 

the sensor.  

 Iα1
R = Re1

⋅ ke ⋅ e ⋅ (
w

2
+ (α1) )   (2-4) 

 Iα1
L = Re1

⋅ ke ⋅ e ⋅ (
w

2
− (α1) )   (2-5) 

 Iα2
R = Re2

⋅ ke ⋅ e ⋅ (
w

2
+ (α2) )   (2-6) 

 
Iα2

L = Re2
⋅ ke ⋅ e ⋅ (

w

2
− (α2 ))   (2-7) 

 

Furthermore, by proceeding to the superposition of the equations founded previously, we can 

gain a better understanding of the behavior of radiations R1 and R2 from both sources AS1 

and AS2, captured by the sensor as follows: 

  Iα
R = Iα1

R + Iα2
R  (2-8) 

 
Iα

L = Iα1
L + Iα2

L  
(2-9) 

 R ⋅ ke ⋅ e ⋅ cos(α) ⋅ (
w

2
+ h ⋅ tg(α)) = R1 ⋅ ke ⋅ e ⋅ cos (α1) ⋅ (

w

2
+ h ⋅ tg (α1)) 

+R2 ⋅ ke ⋅ e ⋅ cos (α2) ⋅ (
w

2
+ h ⋅ tg(α2)) 

(2-10) 

 

 R ⋅ ke ⋅ e ⋅ cos(α) ⋅ (
w

2
− h ⋅ tg(α)) = R1 ⋅ ke ⋅ e ⋅ cos (α1) ⋅ (

w

2
− h ⋅ tg (α1)) 

+R2 ⋅ ke ⋅ e ⋅ cos (α2) ⋅ (
w

2
− h ⋅ tg(α2)) 

(2-11) 

 

If both expressions (2-10) and (2-11) are subtracted we obtain: 

 
R cos cos (α)  ⋅ w = R1 ⋅ cos (α1) ⋅ w + R2 ⋅ cos (α2) ⋅ w (2-12) 

 R1 ⋅ cos (α1) + R2 ⋅ cos (α2) = R ⋅ cos (α) (2-13) 
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2R ⋅ cos(α) ⋅ h ⋅ tg(α) = 2R1 ⋅ cos (α1) ⋅ h ⋅ tg(α1) + 2R2 ⋅ cos (α2) ⋅ h ⋅ tg(α2)  

(2-14) 

 

 R ⋅ cos (α) ⋅ tg (α) = R1 ⋅ cos (α1) ⋅ tg (α1) + R2 ⋅ cos (α2) ⋅ tg (α2) 

 

(2-15) 

 
R1 ⋅ sin (α1) + R2 ⋅ sin (α2) = R ⋅ sin(α) 

(2-16) 

In order to determine the equation of radiation R1, we have to replace the radiation R2 used in 

(2-13) into (2-16) as the below expressions:  

 
R2 =

R ⋅ cos(α) − R1 ⋅ cos(α1)

cos(α2)
 

(2-17) 

 

 
R1 ⋅ sin (α1) +

R ⋅ cos(α) − R1 ⋅ cos(α1)

cos (α2)
⋅ sin (α2) = R ⋅ sin (α) 

(2-18) 

 
R1 ⋅ sin (α1) +

R ⋅ cos(α)

cos (α2)
⋅ sin (α2) −

R1 ⋅ cos (α1)

cos (α2)
⋅ sin (α2) = R ⋅ sin (α) 

(2-19) 

 

 
R1 ⋅ (sin (α1) − cos (α1) ⋅ tg (α2)) = R ⋅ (sin (α) − cos (α) ⋅ tg (α2)) (2-20) 

Finally, the equation of radiation R1 is given by: 

 
R1 = R

sin (α) − cos (α) ⋅ tg (α2)

sin (α1) − cos (α1) ⋅ tg(α2)
 

(2-21) 

 

Moreover, to obtain the expression of R2, we need to perform symmetry with R1 in (2-13) 

and (2-16). 

 
R1 =

R ⋅ cos (α) − R2 ⋅ cos (α2)

cos (α1)
 

(2-22) 

 

 R ⋅ cos (α) − R2 ⋅ cos (α2)

cos (α1)
⋅ sin (α1)  +  R2 ⋅ sin (α2) = R ⋅ sin (α) 

(2-23) 

 

 
R ⋅ cos (α) ⋅ tg (α1) − R2 ⋅ cos (α2)  ⋅ tg (α1) + R2 ⋅ sin (α2) = R ⋅ sin (α) (2-24) 

The equation of radiation R2 is written as: 

 

R2 = R
sin (α) − cos (α) ⋅ tg  (α1)

 sin (α2) − cos (α2) ⋅ tg (α1)
 

(2-25) 
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2.3 Matlab simulation 

2.3.1 Basic features 

The name MATLAB refers to MATrix LABoratory. It is a numerical computing and 

programming platform used to analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models [16]. 

It offers: 

● Execution of embedded devices to manage the conversion of MATLAB algorithms 

into C/C++ and HDL code. 

● Collaboration with Simulink to enable model-based design used for multi-domain 

simulation. 

● Integration with model-based design. 

2.3.2 Preprocessing 

The enthralling characteristic of the Matlab program lies in its ability to ascertain the 

mathematical viability of the project. By analyzing the results of simulations, we can deduce 

that the substitution of one beam focus with two sources leads to an identical angle and 

radiation to that of the original beam. 

2.3.3 Simulation results 

Figure 13 investigates how the emission of two collimated beams situated at varying angles is 

able to imitate a rotation. This rotation can be expressed by the intersection between them, which 

leads to a resultant focus that contains the same radiation value and angle as a single illuminant.  

 

Figure 13: Demonstration of the principle of superposition 
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The study's outcomes are accurate enough to ascertain the feasibility of mathematical calculations 

based on the principle of superposition, making it possible to replace one collimated source with 

dual collimated lights at any desired angle. This solution is provided in Appendix A, which 

includes a program that calculates the normalized radiation values of R1/R and R2/R for two 

different angles of the LED. 

Additionally, based on the data presented in Figure 14, we can interpret that the sum of the 

total radiation Ra from photodiodes VPH1 and VPH4 and the total radiation Rb from 

photodiodes VPH2 and VPH3 are equal to 1. This highlights the compatibility of Ra and Rb 

and suggests that both photodiodes operate in a similar manner, while producing results that 

are practically identical in accordance with the sensor's configuration.  

 

Figure 14: Analyzing radiation uniformity in photodiodes 

2.4 Proposed solution 

After having analyzed the outcomes of the mathematical simulation, we proceed towards to 

outline the suggested solution to initialize the experimental tests. For this reason, we have 

opted to develop a 3D arc design chosen for its easy implementation and simplicity, with a 

focus on its efficiency. This arc shape as illustrated in Figure 15 was selected as it enables the 

placement of LEDs along a ray as well as the sun sensor, which is going to be located on a flat 
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base to ensure displaying data. In addition, regarding this structure the three LEDs are going 

to be positioned in the upper section of the arc through specially designed holes. While LED 1 

which is equivalent to AS1 in the previous chapter is fixed at the midpoint of the arc in such a 

way that it is perpendicular to the center of the sensor, LED 2 which is linked to AS2 is going 

to be located at a lower angle while emitting less intense light. On the other hand, LED that 

corresponds to the replaced source will be placed between these two precedents so that the 

sensor will be able to carry out the superposition. 

 

Figure 15: 3D Solution Design 

Furthermore, to ensure proper control and prevent any damage due to overheating, the electrical 

circuit will be designed using electrical components arranged on a perforated prototype. This 

arrangement is crucial for effectively regulating the LEDs power and preventing them from 

burning out, bearing in mind the use of the sensor, as it serves to detect the diverse radiations 

emitted. However, the outcomes of our experiments will be determined by analyzing the data 

obtained through an Arduino code, which is programmed to conduct and evaluate various tests. 

By leveraging this comprehensive framework, we aim to attain accurate and reliable 

measurements that will significantly contribute to our understanding of the subject matter at hand. 

2.5 Summary 

After having determined the expressions of the radiations R1 and R2 through the 

establishment of the mathematical equations and the simulation's interpretations while using 

the principle of superposition, the theoretical feasibility of the project is approved. The next 

chapter deals with the mechanical and electrical designs of our solution essential to the study 

of the experimental test phase
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3.1 Introduction  

This chapter illuminates in the first stage a comprehensive 3D design of the arc structure 

while utilizing CATIA V5. We presented the cuts within the structure alongside a thorough 

description of the 3D printing technique. Furthermore, we identified the essential components, 

such as the sun sensor and the LEDs, in addition to other devices. Transitioning to the second 

part, we introduce the electronic aspect, providing a brief overview of the Arduino software 

used in this project as well as a detailed exploration of the electrical circuit and its constituent 

components. 

3.2 Mechanical conception 

3.2.1 CATIA V5 

CATIA V5 is a software program created by Dassault Systems that is globally recognized for 

facilitating the designs. As a comprehensive computer-aided design CAD system, it offers an 

array of advanced 3D modeling tools specifically designed for tackling complex product designs 

across various industries, including aerospace. This integrated software encompasses a wide range 

of functionalities, supporting technical preparation for production by enabling tasks such as [17]: 

 The generation of drawings. 

 The creation of specifications.  

 The formulation of control programs for computer numerical control CNC machines. 

3.2.2 General structure 

In the following part, we introduce the 3D conception of the maintained structure using 

CATIA V5. The result of this meticulous process is thoughtfully showcased in the Assembly 

Drawing, where every intricate detail of the structure is vividly portrayed.  

In fact, we have developed an arc structure with various holes incorporated into the upper part 

of the arc ranging from 0° to 55°, as shown in Figure 16. This design was created with the 

intention of conducting multiple tests, taking into account that the maximum angle detected 

by the FOV sensor, is 60°. By including holes at different angles, we can test the accuracy and 

effectiveness of the sensor from various viewpoints to be able to calculate different radiations 

and incident angles for the substituted LED.  

In addition, we realized three transition pieces fixed in the arc by screws and nuts to cover 

three important devices, while each of them contains an extremely high power LED, a 

radiator, a small fan, and a lens to ensure the generation of collimated lights. 
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Those structures are positioned as follows: 

● Transition piece 1: Fixed frameworks containing LED 1, which emits focus F1. It has 

to be centered as well as aligned with the sun sensor, to maximize radiation output. 

Consequently, it is precisely positioned at 0° in the middle of the arc. 

● Transition piece 2: To maintain stability, a stationary framework incorporates the LED 

2 which is tasked with the focus F2. This transition piece is situated at 35° to produce 

less radiation compared to the previous component. 

● Transition piece 3: It is a mobile structure that holds the LED capable of adjusting 

angles from 0° to 35° in 5° increments, allowing the focus F to be directed at various 

angles and measure multiple radiation sources. 

 

Figure 16: Arc structure 

Analogous to mathematical calculations, we synchronize the simultaneous activation of LEDs 

1 and 2, positioning them strategically in fixed locations with well determined angles of 

incidence. With this arc structure we studied how the superposition of two focuses can affirm 

that LED maintains an identical angle of incidence and consistent radiation properties.  

3.2.3 Divided pieces 

When it comes to experimental studies, the positioning of components is a crucial aspect that 

can significantly impact the reliability of the results. In this regard, the orientation of the 

LEDs plays a critical role in determining how they interact with the sensor. 

As an example, positioning transition piece 1 in a perpendicular manner at the center of the 

sensor frame contributes significantly to the refinement of measurement precision. 

Conversely, the placement of transition piece 2 in the upper section of the arc introduces 

potential impacts on the outcomes, as it exhibits a lower incident angle compared to transition 

piece 1, as well as lower radiation intensity. Therefore, localizing the sensor at the center, 
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affixed by double-sided tape to guarantee its fixation, is necessary to have effective readings 

when used alongside the upper devices featuring LEDs.  

Due to the inability of the 3D printer to print the whole structure, we performed the four cuts 

presented in the Drawing Sheet. The arc structure is divided into four parts in the 3D layout, 

as shown in Figure 17, while containing the transition pieces for the three lights emitting. 

The separated parts are presented as follows: 

● Sensor frame. 

● Upper part of the arc. 

● Left cut of the arc. 

● Right cut of the arc. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 17: Separated structures: (a) Sensor frame; (b) Upper piece of the arc; (c) Left/Right piece 

of the arc; (d) Transition piece; 
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3.3 Ender-3 Pro  

The Ender-3 Pro is a fused deposition modeling referred to FDM type printer. This technique 

is aptly named, as it involves the deposition of fused material in layers to create a final 

product. Additionally, users can create complex designs with ease, allowing for rapid 

prototyping and inexpensive manufacturing of custom products [18].  

3.3.1 Method  

To accommodate the large arc design in CATIA V5 and the limited size of the 3D printer, which 

was 220x220x250mm, the arc structure was divided into different parts for easier printing. The 

design was then saved in STL format to store the 3D geometry of an object. Next, this file was 

imported into UltiMaker Cura 5.2.2, which is slicing software that prepares the model for printing 

by generating a G-code file. This code contains instructions for the printer, guiding its movements 

and filament extrusion to create the final structure. 

The image presented in Figure 18 depicts the completed printing of the right side of the arc 

structure once the printer finalizes its operation. 

                   

Figure 18: Impression of the right side of the arc 
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3.3.2 Material 

The research focused on using a high-quality thermoplastic polymer known as Polylactic Acid 

PLA. In addition, it is considered as a biodegradable polyester material that can be derived from 

renewable sources such as tapioca roots, sugarcane, or cornstarch. The raw material has a 

diameter of 1.75mm and melts at 220°C during the printing process [18].  

As shown in Figure 19, the arc structure was attached to a double sided acrylic glass, in order to 

keep away from unexpected movement which could lead to inaccurate results or potential 

damage. Besides, the findings of this printing are expected to assemble the whole divided piece to 

be able to set the electrical components and finally perform experimental tests. 

 

Figure 19: Printed Structure 

3.4 LED 

To guarantee optimal connection of the wires, the positive and negative terminals of each 

LED utilized in the experiment were carefully covered with a thin layer of tin through a 

specialist soldering device that carried out this operation. In addition, to collimate the light 

emitted from the LEDs, we made use of curved glass lenses, which are optical devices 

designed to modify the divergence of illuminating rays. The lenses used in the laboratory have 

the ability to convert divergent light into collimated light, which is an essential aspect of our 

work [3]. 

3.4.1 Selection 

Built on Cree LED’s extreme high power technology, the XHP70.2 LED provides a cost-effective 

solution with high lumen density, reliability, and color consistency in a compact 7.0mm x 7.0mm 

package [19]. 
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Given that the lights emitting used in this project are configurable at 12V, the distribution of their 

illumination in a given space is presented in the following Figure 20.  

 

 

Figure 20: Spatial Distribution [20] 

The principle of illumination is based on the fact that the maximum intensity of radiation is 

received at the center, while other light diffuses on the right and left sides with less significant 

intensities, as illustrated in Figure 21. In addition, this type of LED is widely used as a 

flashlight and high-bay lighting for commercial and industrial applications, given that it 

provides a concentrated beam of light. 

 

Figure 21: LED lighting principle [21] 

https://www.ecolocityled.com/category/led_applications
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3.4.2 Features  

The features of the XHP70.2 LED are presented in Table 3 as shown below.  

Table 3: Characteristics of the XHP70.2 LED [19] 

Configuration 12V by PCB layout 

Typical Direct Voltage For 12V: 11.2V 

Maximum Direct Current For 12V: 2400mA 

Maximum Power 29W 

Maximum Light Output 4292 lm (48W) 

Low Thermal Resistance 0.3 °C/W 

Unlimited Floor Life ≤ 30ºC/85% RH 

Junction Temperature 150°C 

Binning 85 °C 

Wide Viewing Angle 125° 

 

3.5 Temperature Control 

During the testing phase, an issue arose which is the excessive heat generated by the LEDs, 

due to its similarity to the light emitted by the sun, the overheating was so severe that it 

caused tin soldering in the cables, rendering them useless. To mitigate this problem, it is 

essential to maintain an optimal temperature. One of the most effective ways is to use a heat 

sink and a fan. This method is not only efficient but also cost-effective, as it helps to ensure 

the longevity of the LEDs and reduces the need for repairs. 

3.5.1 Heat Sink  

Heat sinks are commonly used in electronic devices to absorb and distribute heat generated by 

components such as LEDs. In the experiments conducted, we used this reference, DF-

FIT0223 as depicted in Figure 22, which is made of high-quality aluminum and measures 

30x30x10mm. The lighting sources were glued to the back of the heat sink given that it 
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contains a thermal adhesive tape called 3M-8810, which can be easily removed through a blue 

protective film. This method is not only efficient but also cost-effective, as it helps to ensure 

the longevity of the LEDs and reduces the need for frequent replacements or repairs [22].  

 

Figure 22: Aluminum Heat Sink 

3.5.2 Fan  

The purpose of using fan is to push the hot air far away from the LED to prevent the component 

from overheating and malfunctioning. The expulsion of heat into the surroundings helps the fan 

regulate the temperature and maintain the reliability of the component.  

We opted for the MagLev technology motor fan MF-30060V1-1000U-A99 due to its superior 

efficiency compared to traditional fan motors. This is attributed to the elimination of abrasions 

that cause noise, reducing the sound by 23.6 dB(A). The fan's airflow is 4.9 CFM, and it has a 

rated voltage of 5 VDC with a rated power consumption of 0.56 WATTS (max. 0.65 WATTS). 

This system attaches the rotor along the entire 360-degree surface, ensuring stable rotation. 

Furthermore, the standard magnetic flux is perpendicular to the magnetic flux, making it even 

more powerful [23] as depicted in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: MagLev system concept 
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3.6 Electrical Circuit 

3.6.1 ARDUINO  

During the testing phase, we employed the Arduino Mega 2560, which is a microcontroller 

equipped with an ATmega 2560 processor. It includes 54 digital input and output pins, including 

15 pulse width modulation PWM outputs and 16 analog input pins. This controller is powered by 

an external source from the electrical schematic with a 12 V voltage. We have selected it due to its 

affordability as well as its availability in the laboratory, given that its numerous pins make it an 

effective tool for conducting a wide range of tests and achieving research objectives [24]. 

3.6.2 Schematic 

Regulation is important to protect LEDs against fluctuations, ensuring energy efficiency as 

well as longevity. For this reason, during the first stage of our experiment, we tested the 

operation of a single transitional piece, which comprised an LED, a radiator, a fan and a lens. 

To accomplish this, we used an electrical circuit made up of a diode, a mosfet, as well as a 

resistor, mounted on a perforated electric prototype. This setup was illustrated while utilizing 

the Proteus ISIS software, which allowed us to create a simplified representation of the 

electrical circuit as depicted in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24: Electrical circuit design 
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The circuit received power while the fan and the sun sensor ran at 5 volts in addition to the 

LED which operates at a voltage of 12 volts. In the initial tests, we used a voltmeter, enabling 

us to measure the radiation emitted by one single light emission from the sensor. 

Subsequently, we ameliorated the process by replacing it with an Arduino board, allowing us 

to streamline code writing and conveniently observe the obtained results directly through the 

serial monitor. 

Once we confirmed the satisfactory operation of a single electrical circuit, we proceeded to 

replicate and triple its configuration to accommodate the connection of three LEDs at once.  

3.6.3 Components 

Table 4 displays the introduced electrical components that form the electrical circuit. 

Table 4: Electrical components 

Components Reference Role 

Diode 1N4148 Current rectification and 

voltage regulation 

Mosfet IRFP250NPBF 

TO247AC 200V 30A 

Voltage amplifier and 

power regulation 

Resistance 10K and 47R Current limitation and 

temperature sensing  

 

3.7 Summary  

Following the completion of the mechanical design of the project's arc structure and the 

recognition of the components vitality’s employed in the mechanical and electrical aspects 

such as the electrical circuit which is responsible for the LED regulation, the subsequent 

chapter validates the experimental viability of the project, through the examination and 

interpretation of the results generated by the Arduino code. 
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4.1 Introduction 

The above chapter contains a clear division into two parts. The initial segment is dedicated to 

the comprehensive realization during the testing phase, which is accomplished in the 

laboratory. Afterwards, the second part delves deeply into a variety of Arduino codes, which 

are well developed and interpreted later on. This diligent research aims to confirm the 

project's feasibility, ensuring a full examination of its viability. 

4.2 Realization 

Different tests were performed in the laboratory on the structure that has been fitted with several 

components, aimed at anticipating the temperature control of LEDs and guaranteeing collimation 

through lenses in the three transition pieces, as well as the electrical design, which helps to 

regulate the emitting sources. In order to establish reliable and secure connections, we have 

soldered all the wires within the perforated electric prototype. This process has been carried out 

meticulously while using a specialized welding device and tin to ensure the proper function of the 

cables. Additionally, as depicted in the accompanying Figure 25, the electrical circuit and the 

Arduino board have been carefully positioned within a frame of acrylic glass, firmly fixed with 

screws and nuts. With this method, we carefully guarantee that all cables are properly fastened to 

avoid any risk of movement and maintain the reliability of experimental data. 

 

Figure 25: Electrical design 
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We developed a set of Arduino codes, each tailored to a specific objective, necessary for our 

approvals. Our aim was to ensure that we had sufficient evidence to exhibit with the 

substitution, as each code played a critical role in verifying the sensor's applicability. In 

summary, the testing phase can be encapsulated by the representation in Figure 26. This 

visual aid provides a comprehensive overview of the entire testing process. 

 

Figure 26: Conduction of electrical design tests 

4.3 Results  

4.3.1 Constant Radiation 

To verify the accuracy of our calculations, we started to make an Arduino code that enabled 

us to confirm the proportional relationship of LED between the radiation R and the incident 

angle, captured by the sun sensor. 

In fact, we set the radiations of LED 1 and LED 2 to 0, to test that the sensor provides the 

same experimental angle in the arc for just one constant radiation R. This experimental angle 

of LED refers to E_Alpha in our code demonstrated in Appendix B which contains all the 

developed code. However, based on the experimental tests conducted, which are carried out 

along the Y-axis, it can be observed in the following Table 5 that the values obtained for 

VPH1, VPH4 and VPH2, VPH3 are almost equal. This implies that the photodiodes exhibit 

similar performance characteristics under the given experimental conditions as part of the 
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sensor configuration. However, to maintain precise values, we select 150 as the optimal 

radiation level for the LED, which corresponds to 59% of the maximum radiation. 

Table 5: Constant radiation behavior 

R1 R R2 VPH1 VPH2 VPH3 VPH4 E_Alpha 

0 150 0 0,5606 0,7301 0,7936 0,6074 15,5618 

0 150 0 0,5601 0,7302 0,7937 0,6085 15,5591 

0 150 0 0,5616 0,7306 0,7942 0,6082 15,5477 

0 150 0 0,5604 0,7306 0,7945 0,6089 15,5271 

0 150 0 0,562 0,7321 0,7952 0,6086 15,5545 

0 150 0 0,561 0,7312 0,7953 0,6093 15,5665 

0 150 0 0,5628 0,7331 0,7959 0,6091 15,5535 

0 150 0 0,5608 0,7314 0,7957 0,6093 15,5654 

0 150 0 0.5625 0.7377 0.7961 0.6098 15,5763 

 

The following Figure 27 shows that the sensor captured perfectly the real experimental angle of 

the LED, which is located at 15 degrees in the arc. Besides, the recorded vibration might be due to 

the electronic interference of the system generated by a wide range of factors, including 

electromagnetic and radio waves. 

 

Figure 27: Effect of constant radiation and incident angular from a single source 
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4.3.2 Radiation plot 

Our focus then shifted to studying the effects of the incident angle by varying the radiation 

output of LED, ranging from 0 to 200, which constitute 78.5% of the total radiation. To 

collect experimental data, we made use of the sun sensor and the Arduino serial plot, as 

expanded in Appendix C. Based on the results shown in Figure 28, it can be concluded that 

the incident angle remains constant despite the type of radiation being emitted. It is interesting 

to note that the experimental angle E_Alpha for LED stabilizes at 15°, which corresponds to 

its position within the arc. This implies that the evolution of radiation R is independent of the 

sensor parameter, and the two factors can be treated as unrelated. Furthermore, the low energy 

detected by the sensor is responsible for the noises as observed in the next figure.  

        

Figure 28: LED evolution on variable radiation  

Therefore, the sensor that detects low energy levels and a low pass filter has a relationship due 

to the fact that a low pass filter can help reduce the noise caused by low energy given that it 

can be deployed to eliminate high-frequency signals while permitting low frequency signals 

to pass through. This can improve the accuracy of the sensor readings and provide more 

reliable data. However, it is important to note that a low-pass filter cannot completely 
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eliminate all noise and that regular monitoring and maintenance of the sensor are still 

necessary to ensure optimal performance. 

4.3.3 Switch 

After confirming the effect of constant and changing radiation with the angle of incidence, we 

proceed to the most crucial verification performed in Appendix D, which is the conformity of 

the mathematical calculations presented in Figure 13 in chapter 2 and the performed tests. 

Initially, we set R1 and R2 with different radiations that accounted for approximately 92 and 

65, which represent 36% and 26% of the whole radiation, respectively as shown in Table 6.  

Table 6: Experimental results of switching angles 

R1 R R2 VPH1 VPH2 VPH3 VPH4 E_Alpha 

92 0 65 0,5784 0,7474 0,882 0,679 15,2859 

0 150 0 0,5791 0,7463 0,8798 0,6771 15,2394 

92 0 65 0,536 0,6999 0,7611 0,5813 15,6564 

0 150 0 0,5794 0,7464 0,8794 0,6775 15,2086 

 

Throughout those experiments, we kept R at 0. Following that, to avoid sensor saturation and 

ensure precise results, we switched the method and gave R a specific radiation of 150 while 

keeping the other two radiations at 0.  

As observed in Figure 29, the superposition of two radiation sources, which are in our case R1 

and R2 leads to the same experimental angle E_Alpha of R.  

 

Figure 29: Switching between different radiation and angles 
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For instance, in our experiment, LED was substituted for LEDs 1 and 2, and the resulting 

angle was approximately 15°. This example illustrates how the concept of replacing a single 

collimated source with multiple focuses can be effectively applied in practical experiments. 

4.3.4 Any Angle 

After all the verifications made in the previous codes, we made a program in MATLAB 

presented in Appendix E in order to affirm that the sensor would provide at any given angle 

the same experimental value of E_Alpha as the theoretical angle of the LED titled T_Alpha. 

To accomplish this, a program was developed using the initial program presented in Appendix 

A with some necessary modifications. In fact, a matrix was created at a margin of 0 up to 35°, 

containing T_Alpha, R1, and R2. The matrix was then integrated into the Arduino code 

revealed in Appendix F to observe and analyze the behavior of the experimental and 

theoretical angles. This was the ultimate goal of this program, and its successful execution 

would ensure the accuracy of the applicability of this project. 

Based on the data illustrated in Figure 30, it can be inferred that the obtained results are 

indicative of a high level of precision. Consequently, we can successfully conclude that the 

two angles are almost parallel, given that the errors are minimal (around 1.4°) and it can be 

related to factors such as the structure’s nature and materials, as well as the fixing mechanism 

used. 

 

Figure 30: Comparison between the experimental and the theoretical alpha 

4.4 Summary 

Upon extensive examination of radiation behavior as well as angles of incidence during the 
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structure and simulated while using precise codes, we ultimately succeed in demonstrating the 

close similarity between mathematical predictions and experimental findings. This remarkable 

agreement is observed with a marginal discrepancy of approximately 1.5°, affirming the 

accuracy and reliability of the results obtained. 
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Conclusion and perspectives   

 

The goal of this research was to examine the equivalence of collimated light sources, both 

theoretically and experimentally. The initial focus involved integrating the principle of 

superposition by employing equations, which precluded the need for a figure projection. It 

was crucial to make certain assumptions and estimates to facilitate the study. Furthermore, it 

was necessary to compare the simulated results from mathematical equations with test 

experiments, to ensure accurate validation. This validation was crucial to proving the 

precision and efficacy of the used sun sensor, thereby building trust in its calibration setup. 

Throughout the course of this project, we successfully validated the accuracy of the 

mathematical equation through simulation. Additionally, we commenced the testing phase by 

generating a 3D arc structure design, which was printed later on. This structure enables us to 

strategically position diverse electrical components, serving the purpose of preventing the 

overheating of the three LEDs while ensuring collimation through lenses. Subsequently, we 

initiated the testing phase by meticulously arranging all the components based on an electrical 

schematic, which is essential for regulating the functionality of the LEDs. These sequential 

procedures were indispensable in establishing a reliable connection between the sun sensor 

and the Arduino board. To achieve this, we meticulously developed multiple codes, aiming to 

ascertain the viability of each substitution and evaluate their compatibility with the required 

steps as well as the existing codes. 

As this project serves as a proof of concept, the comparative analysis shows that the data can 

be considered reliable. As results, the preliminary findings have been numerically and 

experimentally validated, indicating that it is feasible to substitute a single collimated light 

source with two others while maintaining nearly identical radiation as well as incident angles. 

This assertion has been fully verified in the last Arduino code, in which we incorporated 

certain margins of incident angles that the Matlab program accompanied with their respective 

radiations, such as R1 and R2. However, the acquired results are closely matched with the 

predicted ones, giving a minimal error margin of only 1.5 degrees.  

Given that this work was undertaken using a 2D approach to prove its viability in real life 

settings through a proof of concept. Moving forward, future aerospace activities would greatly 

benefit from taking into account the significance of calibrating this specific type of sun sensor 

from Solar MEMS Technology prior to its integration into satellites. Although the 
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mathematical equations will undergo enhancement with the implementation of a 3D approach, 

which boils down to the fact that instead of relying on three light sources, the revised 

methodology incorporates five LEDs, necessitating an exhausted examination of methods to 

minimize the structure required to accommodate all the electrical devices, while the 

fundamental principle remains unchanged.  
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Appendix A – Normalized radiation of two sources 

MATLAB Code 

 

function [R1,R2] = Two_focuses(Alpha1,Alpha2) 

clc ; close all ; clear all 

%R=1; Standardized radiation 

Alpha1 = 0;    %Degrees 

Alpha2 = 45;  %Degrees 

%Alpha is the theoretical angle varied between Alpha1 and Alpha2 from grade to grade 

Alpha = Alpha1:1:Alpha2; 

R1 = (sind(Alpha) - cosd(Alpha)  * sind(Alpha2)/cosd(Alpha2))... 

/(sind(Alpha1)- cosd(Alpha1) * sind(Alpha2)/cosd(Alpha2)); 

R2 = (sind(Alpha) - cosd(Alpha)  * sind(Alpha1)/cosd(Alpha1))... 

/(sind(Alpha2)- cosd(Alpha2) * sind(Alpha1)/cosd(Alpha1)); 

figure ('Position', [100 200 600 500]); 

plot(Alpha,R1,Alpha,R2) 

xlabel('Alpha') 

ylabel('Radiation of R1 and R2') 

grid on 

legend ('R1/R','R2/R'); 

title ('Superposition of Ri/R'); 

%Check that the output sum is 1 

Ra = (R1*cosd(Alpha1)+R2*cosd(Alpha2))./cosd(Alpha); 

Rb = (R1*sind(Alpha1)+R2*sind(Alpha2))./sind(Alpha); 

figure('Position',[700 200 600 500]); 

plot(Alpha,Ra,Alpha,Rb) 

xlabel('Alpha') 

ylabel('Radiation of Ra and Rb') 

grid on 

legend ('Ra','Rb'); 

title('Uniformity Verification'); 

end
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Appendix B – Behavior of constant radiation and 

experimental incident angle ARDUINO Code 

 

int Value1,Value2,Value3,Value4; 

float VPH1,VPH2,VPH3,VPH4,Y1,Y2,Fy; 

double E_Alpha; //Experimental incident angle of LED  

int R1=0;     //Percentage of radiation 1 of LED 1 

int R=150;   //Percentage of radiation of LED  

int R2=0;     //Percentage of radiation 2 of LED 2 

//Defining of four low-pass filters for each output voltage of photodiodes in order to reduce 

noise and to have more accurate results 

#define FILTER_CONST (float) 0.01 //Execution timing of the filter 

float filter1(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter2(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter3(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter4(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 
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float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

void setup() { 

Serial.begin (115200); 

//OUTPUTS 

pinMode (8,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED 1 in PWM 

pinMode (7,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED  in PWM 

pinMode (6,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED 2 in PWM 

//INPUTS 

pinMode (A0,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH1 as an Input 

pinMode (A1,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH2 as an Input 

pinMode (A2,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH3 as an Input 

pinMode (A3,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH4 as an Input 

} 

long int count=0; //Initialization of the counter 

void loop() { 

count++; 

if (count > 300) // 300ms is the execution timing between each instruction in serial monitor 

{ 

count=0; 

prn(); //Print 

} 

analogWrite(8,R1); //Write the analog value of radiation 1 for LED 1 to pin 8 

analogWrite(7,R);   //Write the analog value of radiation for LED  to pin 7 

analogWrite(6,R2); //Write the analog value of radiation 2 for LED 2 to pin 6 

//Convert the analog value of VPH1 to digital 

Value1 = analogRead(A0); 

VPH1 = ((float)Value1*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH1=filter1(VPH1); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH2 to digital 

Value2 = analogRead(A1); 

VPH2 = ((float)Value2*5.0/1023.0) ; 
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VPH2=filter2(VPH2); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH3 to digital 

Value3 = analogRead(A2); 

VPH3 = ((float)Value3*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH3=filter3(VPH3); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH4 to digital 

Value4 = analogRead(A3); 

VPH4 = ((float)Value4*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH4=filter4(VPH4); 

} 

void prn() //Print 

{ 

Serial.print(" R1=  "); 

Serial.print(R1); 

Serial.print(" R=  "); 

Serial.print(R); 

Serial.print(" R2=  "); 

Serial.print(R2); 

Serial.print(" VPH1= "); 

Serial.print(VPH1,4); //Display 4 decimal for voltage VPH1 

Serial.print(" VPH2=  "); 

Serial.print(VPH2,4); //Display 4 decimal for voltage VPH2 

Serial.print(" VPH3= "); 

Serial.print(VPH3,4); //Display 4 decimal for voltage VPH3 

Serial.print(" VPH4=  "); 

Serial.print(VPH4,4); //Display 4 decimal for voltage VPH4 

//Transfer Function of the Sun Sensor to determine the angle of incidence 

Y1= VPH1+VPH4 ; 

Y2= VPH2+VPH3 ; 

Fy= (Y2-Y1)/(Y2+Y1) ; 

E_Alpha = 236.5*Fy*Fy*Fy - 245.0*Fy*Fy + 136*Fy + 1.322; //Polynomial equation 

Serial.print(" E_Alpha= "); 

Serial.println(E_Alpha,4); //Display 4 decimal for the experimental angle alpha 

}
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Appendix C – Behavior of variable radiation and 

experimental incident angle ARDUINO Code 

 

int Value1,Value2,Value3,Value4; 

float VPH1,VPH2,VPH3,VPH4,Y1,Y2,Fy; 

double E_Alpha; //Experimental incident angle of LED  

int R1=0; //Percentage of radiation 1 of LED 1 

int R=0;  //Percentage of radiation of LED  

int R2=0; //Percentage of radiation 2 of LED 2 

//Defining of four low-pass filters for each output voltage of photodiodes in order to reduce 

noise and to have more accurate results 

#define FILTER_CONST (float) 0.01 //Execution timing of the filter 

float filter1(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter2(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter3(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter4(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 
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x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

void setup() { 

Serial.begin (115200); 

// OUTPUTS 

pinMode (8,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED 1 in PWM 

pinMode (7,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED  in PWM 

pinMode (6,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED 2 in PWM 

//INPUTS 

pinMode (A0,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH1 as an Input 

pinMode (A1,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH2 as an Input 

pinMode (A2,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH3 as an Input 

pinMode (A3,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH4 as an Input 

//Serial plot 

Serial.print("R"); 

Serial.print(" "); 

Serial.println("E_Alpha"); 

} 

long int count=0; //Initialization of the counter 

void loop() { 

count++; 

if (count > 300) //300ms is the execution timing between each instruction in serial monitor 

{ 

count=0; 

prn(); //Print 

R++; 

} 

if (R> 200) //Radiation of LED  

{ 

R=0; 

} 

analogWrite(8,R1); //Write the analog value of radiation 1 for LED 1 to pin 8 

analogWrite(7,R); //Write the analog value of radiation for LED  to pin 7 
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analogWrite(6,R2); //Write the analog value of radiation 2 for LED 2 to pin 6 

//Convert the analog value of VPH1 to digital 

Value1 = analogRead(A0); 

VPH1 = ((float)Value1*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH1=filter1(VPH1); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH2 to digital 

Value2 = analogRead(A1); 

VPH2 = ((float)Value2*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH2=filter2(VPH2); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH3 to digital 

Value3 = analogRead(A2); 

VPH3 = ((float)Value3*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH3=filter3(VPH3); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH4 to digital 

Value4 = analogRead(A3); 

VPH4 = ((float)Value4*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH4=filter4(VPH4); 

} 

void prn() //Print 

{ 

Serial.print(R); 

Y1= VPH1+VPH4 ; 

Y2= VPH2+VPH3 ; 

Fy= (Y2-Y1)/(Y2+Y1) ; 

E_Alpha = 236.5*Fy*Fy*Fy - 245.0*Fy*Fy + 136*Fy + 1.322; //Polynomial equation 

Serial.print(" "); 

Serial.println(E_Alpha,4); 

} 
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Appendix D – SWITCH 

 

int Value1,Value2,Value3,Value4; 

float VPH1,VPH2,VPH3,VPH4 ,Y1,Y2,Fy; 

double E_Alpha; 

int   R1=92;  //Percentage of radiation LED 1 at 90° 

int   R=0;     //LED  at 15° 

int   R2=65; // LED 2 at 35° 

//Defining of four low-pass filters for each output voltage of photodiodes in order to reduce 

noise and to have more accurate results 

#define FILTER_CONST (float) 0.01 //Execution timing of the filter 

float filter1(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter2(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter3(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter4(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 
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return y; 

} 

void setup() { 

Serial.begin (115200); 

// OUTPUTS 

pinMode (8,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED 1 in PWM 

pinMode (7,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED  in PWM 

pinMode (6,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED 2 in PWM 

//INPUTS 

pinMode (A0,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH1 as an Input 

pinMode (A1,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH2 as an Input 

pinMode (A2,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH3 as an Input 

pinMode (A3,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH4 as an Input 

} 

long int count=0; //Initialization of the counter 

bool mode=0; 

void loop() { 

count++; 

if (count > 2000) //2000ms is the execution timing between each instruction in serial monitor 

{ 

count=0; 

prn(); 

if (mode==0){ 

R1=92; 

R=0; 

R2=65; 

mode=1; 

}else{ 

R1= 0; 

R=150; 

R2=  0; 

mode=0; 

} 

} 
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analogWrite(8,R1); //Write the analog value of radiation 1 for LED 1 to pin 8 

analogWrite(7,R);   //Write the analog value of radiation for LED  to pin 7 

analogWrite(6,R2); //Write the analog value of radiation 2 for LED 2 to pin 6 

//Convert the analog value of VPH1 to digital 

Value1 = analogRead(A0); 

VPH1 = ((float)Value1*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH1=filter1(VPH1); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH2 to digital 

Value2 = analogRead(A1); 

VPH2 = ((float)Value2*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH2=filter2(VPH2); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH3 to digital 

Value3 = analogRead(A2); 

VPH3 = ((float)Value3*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH3=filter3(VPH3); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH4 to digital 

Value4 = analogRead(A3); 

VPH4 = ((float)Value4*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH4=filter4(VPH4); 

} 

void prn() //Print 

{ 

Serial.print(" R1=  "); 

Serial.print(R1); 

Serial.print(" R=  "); 

Serial.print(R); 

Serial.print(" R2=  "); 

Serial.print(R2); 

Serial.print(" VPH1= "); 

Serial.print(VPH1,4); //Display 4 decimal for voltage VPH1 

Serial.print(" VPH2=  "); 

Serial.print(VPH2,4); //Display 4 decimal for voltage VPH2 

Serial.print(" VPH3= "); 

Serial.print(VPH3,4); //Display 4 decimal for voltage VPH3 
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Serial.print(" VPH4=  "); 

Serial.print(VPH4,4); //Display 4 decimal for voltage VPH4 

Y1= VPH1+VPH4 ; 

Y2= VPH2+VPH3 ; 

Fy= (Y2-Y1)/(Y2+Y1) ; 

E_Alpha = 236.5*Fy*Fy*Fy - 245.0*Fy*Fy + 136*Fy + 1.322; //Polynomial equation 

Serial.print(" Fy="); 

Serial.print(Fy,4); //Display 4 decimal 

Serial.print(" E_Alpha=  "); 

Serial.println(E_Alpha,4); //Display 4 decimal for the experimental alpha of LED  

} 
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Appendix E – Modulated radiation of two sources 

MATLAB Code 

 

function [R1,R2] = Two_focuses_for_one_radiation (T_Alpha,Alpha1,Alpha2) 

clc; close all; clear all 

R=150;  %Modulated radiation of LED  

R1= round ((sind(T_Alpha) - cosd(T_Alpha)  * sind(Alpha2)/cosd(Alpha2))... 

    /(sind(Alpha1)- cosd(Alpha1) * sind(Alpha2)/cosd(Alpha2)) *R); 

R2= round ((sind(T_Alpha) - cosd(T_Alpha)  * sind(Alpha1)/cosd(Alpha1))... 

    /(sind(Alpha2)- cosd(Alpha2) * sind(Alpha1)/cosd(Alpha1))*R); 

end 
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Appendix F – Matrix for modulated radiation of two 

sources MATLAB Code 

 

function M = Any_given_angle(Alpha1,Alpha2) %Matrix for any given angle  

   for T_Alpha = Alpha1:1:Alpha2 

       [R1,R2] = Two_focuses_for_one_radiation(T_Alpha,Alpha1,Alpha2); 

       M(T_Alpha,:)=[T_Alpha R1 R2];  

       save("m.dat","M",'-ascii'); 

   end 

end 
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Appendix G – Verification of the Experimental and 

Theoretical Angle ARDUINO Code 

 

int Value1,Value2,Value3,Value4; 

float VPH1,VPH2,VPH3,VPH4,Y1,Y2,Fy; 

double E_Alpha; //Experimental incident angle of LED  

int R1=0; //Percentage of radiation 1 of LED 1 

int R=0;   //Percentage of radiation of LED  

int R2=0; //Percentage of radiation 2 of LED 2 

int T_Alpha=0;    //Initialization of theoretical alpha of LED  

float E_Alpha=0; //Initialization of experimental alpha of LED  

//Matrix from Matlab program calculated in Appendix F 

int M [35] [3]= 

{ 

{1 , 150 , 0 }, //Values of E_Alpha, R1, R2 

{2 , 146 , 5}, 

{3 , 142 , 9}, 

{4 , 138 , 14}, 

{5 , 134 , 19}, 

{6 , 130 , 23}, 

{7 , 126 , 28}, 

{8 , 122 , 33}, 

{9 , 118 , 37}, 

{10 , 113 , 42}, 

{11 , 109 , 47}, 

{12 , 105 , 51}, 

{13 , 100 , 56}, 

{14 , 96 , 60}, 

{15 , 92 , 65}, 

{16 , 87 , 69}, 

{17 , 83 , 74}, 

{18 , 78 , 78}, 

{19 , 74 , 83}, 
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{20 , 69 , 87}, 

{21 , 65 , 92}, 

{22 , 60 , 96}, 

{23 , 56 , 100}, 

{24 , 51 , 105}, 

{25 , 47 , 109}, 

{26 , 42 , 113}, 

{27 , 37 , 118}, 

{28 , 33, 122}, 

{29 , 28 , 126}, 

{30 , 23 , 130}, 

{31 , 19 , 134}, 

{32 , 14 , 138}, 

{33 , 9 , 142}, 

{34 , 5 , 146}, 

{35 , 0 , 150}, 

}; 

//Defining of four low-pass filters for each output voltage of photodiodes in order to reduce 

noise and to have more accurate results 

#define FILTER_CONST (float) 0.05 //Execution timing of the filter 

float filter1(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter2(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter3(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 
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float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

float filter4(float x){ 

static float x_old=0; 

float y=x_old+(x-x_old)*FILTER_CONST; 

x_old=y; 

return y; 

} 

long int count=0; //Initialization of the counter  

void setup() { 

Serial.begin (115200); 

//OUTPUTS 

pinMode (8,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED 1 in PWM 

pinMode (7,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED  in PWM 

pinMode (6,OUTPUT); //Configuration of LED 2 in PWM 

//INPUTS 

pinMode (A0,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH1 as an Input 

pinMode (A1,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH2 as an Input 

pinMode (A2,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH3 as an Input 

pinMode (A3,INPUT); //Configuration of VPH4 as an Input 

//Serial plot 

Serial.print(" T_Alpha  "); 

Serial.print(" "); 

Serial.print(" R1  "); 

Serial.print(" "); 

Serial.print(" R2  "); 

Serial.print(" "); 

Serial.println(" E_Alpha  "); 

R1= M[T_Alpha][1] ; //Write the second column of the matrix 

R2= M[T_Alpha][2] ; //Write the third column of the matrix 

} 

void loop() { 
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count++;  //Counter 

if (count > 300)  //300ms is the execution timing between each instruction in serial monitor 

{ 

count=0; 

prn(); //Write the value of count 

T_Alpha ++; 

if (T_Alpha>34) 

T_Alpha=0; 

R1= M[T_Alpha][1]; 

R2= M[T_Alpha][2]; 

} 

analogWrite(8,R1); //Write the analog value of radiation 1 for LED 1 to pin 8 

analogWrite(7,R);   //Write the analog value of radiation for LED  to pin 7 

analogWrite(6,R2); //Write the analog value of radiation 2 for LED 2 to pin 6 

//Convert the analog value of VPH1 to digital 

Value1 = analogRead(A0); 

VPH1 = ((float)Value1*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH1=filter1(VPH1); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH2 to digital 

Value2 = analogRead(A1); 

VPH2 = ((float)Value2*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH2=filter2(VPH2); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH3 to digital 

Value3 = analogRead(A2); 

VPH3 = ((float)Value3*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH3=filter3(VPH3); 

//Convert the analog value of VPH4 to digital 

Value4 = analogRead(A3); 

VPH4 = ((float)Value4*5.0/1023.0) ; 

VPH4=filter4(VPH4); 

} 

void prn() //Print 

{ 

Serial.print(M[T_Alpha] [0]); 
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Serial.print(" "); 

Serial.print(R1); 

Serial.print("  "); 

Serial.print(R2); 

//Transfer function of the Sun Sensor to determine the angle of incidence  

Y1= VPH1+VPH4 ; 

Y2= VPH2+VPH3 ; 

Fy= (Y2-Y1)/(Y2+Y1) ; 

E_Alpha = 236.5*Fy*Fy*Fy - 245.0*Fy*Fy + 136*Fy + 1.322; //Polynomial equation 

Serial.print(" "); 

Serial.println(E_Alpha,4); //Display 4 decimal for the experimental alpha of LED  

} 
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